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This Month…

 Leo New Supermoon
 Aquarius Full Moon
 Venus+Mars

August starts and finishes with New visible in the sky, as it will be only 3

 Virgo New Supermoon

Supermoons!

 The Metonic Cycle part 2

The first one sees Venus and Mars on The

 2020 Calendar

either side of the Sun and Moon as opens a new portal of creative energy

degrees away from the Sun.
conjunction on August

25th

they move towards their first conjunc- that commenced in June 1347. This
tion in almost two years.
Venus-Mars conjunctions are potent

family of Venus-Mars conjunctions
started at 29 Taurus.

and of full of energy. They are not al- The Sabian Symbol for this era which
ways positive, but you definitely no- spans the next two years is, “A peatice them, even though this one is not cock parading on an ancient lawn”

Aquarius full moon
Jupiter will station direct on 11 August while
Uranus, co-ruler of Aquarius will station
retrograde the following day.
Stationary planets are incredibly strong
and urge us to heed their message.
Jupiter stationary asks us to take risks, and

brings out the gambler in us. It can also be
preachy. Many entertainers and evangelists have Jupiter stationary in their birth charts.
Uranus stationary is a potent signifier of science and
freedom. It too is a risk-taker. Promethean in nature,
Uranus urges us to consider the future. Since it’s turning retrograde, we may have to rethink a few of our
plans or projects before we can move forward.
The fact that these two are stationing just one day
apart, but in different orientations, could result in
some sudden changes, mishaps or false starts. Energy
levels will be high and a feeling of urgency may prevail. As we try to juggle several balls in the air at one
time, we may drop a few that may bounce in the
neighbours yard, break a window, or land up on the
roof.
In between all the hectic activity we may also witness
some dramatic weather changes and seismic activity.
Meanwhile, Venus and Mars are getting closer to their
rendezvous on 25th August. Amid the craziness of
everyday life, try to make time to spend with loved
ones and renew your emotional connections with
those who matter most.
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Virgo new supermoon
This is the second New Supermoon this month, heralding seasonal change which often takes place as
the Sun moves into mutable sign Virgo.
Sun, Moon, Mercury, Mars, Venus and asteroid Juno
are all making a happy trine aspect to Uranus in Taurus, so we can expect this lunation to be pleasant

and comfortable.
Earth signs dominate this chart with very little if any
air, so it’s a good time for practical planning and organising. Earth signs are self-starters and for the
most part are happy to work alone.
Although trine aspects are sociable, the lack of air
suggests that one to one communication is more favourable than the clatter of large gatherings.
Earth signs are dominating this year and next, with
the Saturn-Pluto-Jupiter conjunction now about four
months away. With the South Node also involved it’s
vital we connect with our inner parent, the responsible voice within us that teaches us how to behave
like adults.
On the world stage the Saturn-Pluto align-

ment is a process that’s transforming the
structures and institutions that have held
sway. They won’t go quietly. The last time
this happened in Capricorn was the Reformation, where people followed the lead of
Martin Luther and rose up against the corruption
Church.
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The Zodiac Organiser

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams
and doodles together in this easy to
use Zodiac Organiser.
~
Divided into 12 sections, one for
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a
place for every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
~
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need

them!

Place an order
$19.95
plus postage

The metonic cycle Part two
235 lunar months and 19 solar
years are the same length of
time, 6939 days. This is known
as the Metonic Cycle.
If you calculate a Lunar phase
return for your birthday at age
19, 38, 57 or 76 you will see that both Sun and Moon
are at the same degrees as your natal chart.

making a conjunction to her South Node, within just
two minutes of arc.
Astoundingly, Neptune was within two hours of an
exact station!
This planetary imagery describes perfectly how the
idea for her story came to her in a dream. The unconscious was activated by Neptune. Neptune also represents the Zeitgeist, the collective thematic vibration
Mary Shelley wrote the novel Frankenstein at the age

which operates subtly but powerfully throughout the

of 19. Her Lunar Phase Return chart for age 19 re-

global community. Her creation Frankenstein and his

veals a number of fascinating alignments.

monster were an immediate sensation, despite the

The Midheaven in this chart is Virgo, where Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars sit comfortably, suggesting this

fact that no-one really believed that she had written
it.

is a pivotal time for her professional career as a writ-

This research has developed further and evolved into

er. In addition, we see that transiting Neptune was

an article that will appear in the FAA Journal.

These two volumes
feature years of my
research and

published articles.
Available for Download.
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